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High-spin states in174Pt were populated via the92Mos84Sr,2pd and92Mos84Sr,2p2nd reactions. The ground-
state band has been extended fromI =14 to 24(tentatively 26) and a new side band is observed up to a spin of
21 (tentatively 23). A low-frequency crossing is observed in the latter band at a rotational frequency that is
similar to that seen in the ground-state band. The first and secondi13/2 neutron alignments are also observed in
174Pt. Surprisingly, these crossings occur at approximately the same frequency. Total Routhian surface and
cranked shell model calculations are used in an attempt to understand this behavior.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclei near the proton dripline andZ=82 have been a
unique source of interest with respect to the phenomenon of
shape coexistence. Indeed, evidence for triple shape coexist-
ence(prolate, oblate, and spherical) in 182

186Pb [1], 180
179Hg [2,3],

and 179
175Au [4] has been presented recently. Examples of

shape competition have also been observed further away
from theZ=82 gap in the Pt, Ir, Os, and Re nuclei(see, for
example, Refs.[5–7]). In particular, studies of nonyrast
states in 176,178,180,182Pt demonstrate that two coexisting
minima (prolate and near-spherical) lie close in energy, with
the prolate minimum being yrast for the three heavier nuclei
[5]. Theoretical calculations[8] suggest that the prolate mini-
mum is due to the excitation of two(or more) protons across
the Z=82 gap intoph9/2/ f7/2 and/orpi13/2 intruder orbitals.
Further away from midshell, the near-spherical minimum be-
comes lower in energy as total Routhian surface(TRS) cal-
culations predict[9,10] weakly deformed,g-soft minima for
the ground states of174,176Pt. The energy spacings of the
yrast bands at low spin in174,176Pt [9,10] lend support to
these suggestions. However, the prolate minimum is low
enough in energy that the excited, deformed sequence
crosses the near-spherical ground-state structure at low spin
sI <6"d in 172,174,176Pt [9–11]. Empirical support for this
crossing is provided by band-mixing calculations(see, for

example, Refs.[5,7,9,11,12]), which also show that the sepa-
ration between the two minima increases as the neutron num-
ber decreases belowN=98.

The nucleus174Pt is perhaps one of the clearest examples
of this type of band crossing between two minima. However,
the effect on the high-spin behavior due to the shape softness
was unknown since the highest spin established so far was
I =14 [9]. In an experiment designed to populate Au nuclei at
and beyond the proton dripline[4], high-spin states in174Pt
were observed to be strongly populated. This paper focuses
on the results from the174Pt channel, where the ground-state
band was extended to a spin ofI =s26d and a side band was
clearly established as well. In addition to confirming the low-
spin crossing in the ground-state band, there is evidence to
suggest that a similar crossing occurs in the side band. An
unusual occurrence is also seen, where the first and second
i13/2 neutron alignments are observed at nearly the same fre-
quency. This may also be the result of the interplay between
competing minima with different deformation.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

As stated above, the neutron-deficient174Pt nucleus was
produced in an experiment designed to identify excited states
in some of the lightest Au nuclei[4]. Beams of 380 and
385 MeV 84Sr ions from the ATLAS superconducting linear
accelerator at the Argonne National Laboratory(ANL ) were
used to bombard92,94Mo self-supporting targets. The targets
that were used were isotopically enriched and<0.7 mg/cm2

thick. Excited states in174Pt were populated via the 2p and
2p2n evaporation channels, respectively. Promptg rays
emitted by the recoiling nuclei were detected using 101
Compton-suppressed Ge detectors in the Gammasphere array
[13]. The recoils were then passed through the Fragment
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Mass Analyzer(FMA) [14] and were dispersed according to
their mass/chargesM /Qd ratio. Time-of-flight andM /Q in-
formation of the recoiling nuclei were provided by a
position-sensitive parallel grid avalanche counter(PGAC),
which was located at the focal plane of the FMA.

The recoiling nuclei were implanted into a 40340 mm2,
<60-mm-thick double-sided silicon strip detector(DSSD)
located approximately 40 cm behind the PGAC. All events
recorded by the DSSD were time stamped by a 47-bit,
1-MHz clock. This information was used to identify recoils
and the correspondinga particles emitted by these nuclei.
The detecteda particles were correlated withg rays ob-
served at the target position. This technique is known as
recoil decay tagging(RDT) [15–17] and allows for the asso-
ciation of g transitions with the characteristica-decay ener-
gies of the parent nuclei.

Theg-ray data were sorted intog-coincidence histograms
with associateda and/or A=174 mass requirements. The
g-ray energies were corrected for Doppler shifts asg-ray
emission occurred while the recoils were in flightsv /c
=0.045d. To select transitions in174Pt from all other recoils, a
matrix of g rays correlated with the characteristica-decay
line of 6040s5d keV [18,19] was created. In addition, a co-
incidence cube was sorted, where transitions were restricted
to A=174 recoils. This provided greater statistics and al-
lowed for a significant extension of the174Pt decay scheme.
The histograms were analyzed with theRADWARE [20] soft-
ware package. A search for possiblea-decay fine structure
decaying from 174Pt was performed; however, only the
6040 keV decay could be confidently associated with this
nucleus.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Excited states in174Pt have been previously studied by
Dracouliset al. [9]. These authors identified the ground-state
band up to spin 14 and observed additional excited states at
(1276), 1777, 1796, and 2061 keV. The new level scheme
based upon the present study is shown in Fig. 1, where one
can see the ground-state band extended from spin 14 to 24
(tentatively 26). Furthermore, a new sideband is now estab-
lished on top of the 1777 keV state, and is now observed up
to I =21 (tentatively 23). The s1276d and 1796 keV levels
reported in Ref.[9] could not be confirmed.

Figure 2(a) displays a spectrum of the ground-state band
(band 1). It was obtained by summing all the combinations
of double coincidence gates for transitions aboveI =8 with
the transitions below this state. The ordering of the levels
above the 14+ state is based on the measured intensities of
the g rays, which are summarized in Table I. The spin as-
signment of these new levels must be regarded as tentative at
this time. Measurement of theg-ray angular distributions
was found to be nearly isotropic for all transitions. This may
be due to the deorientation of ions when recoiling in the
vacuum[21]. It is assumed that normal rotational behavior
persists above the 14+ level and, therefore, all newly placed
g transitions in band 1 are considered as stretchedE2 tran-
sitions.

A coincidence spectrum displaying all theg transitions
associated with the new sideband(band 2) is shown in Fig.
2(b). The lowest level observed in band 2 is assumed to be
the 1777 keV state. Dracouliset al. [9] suggested that the
431-keV transition feeds the 1365-keV state of band 1. How-
ever, using the coincidence cube, it was determined that the
431-keV transition is in coincidence with a 463-keV transi-
tion (whose energy is close to the 461 keV ground-state band
transition), which feeds the 1777 keV level. Hence, the
431 keV transition is assigned as feeding the resultant
2239 keV state. This ordering is confirmed by the observa-
tion of the 885-, 874-, and 844-keV linking transitions from
the 1777-, 2239-, and 2670-keV states, respectively(see Fig.
1). Although we favor the placement of the 463-keV transi-
tion in band 2, due to its nonrotational behavior in this se-
quence, it is possible that the 1777 keV state belongs to an-
other structure and the 463-keV transition may be a linking,
rather than an inband, transition.

In order to assign spin and parity for band 2, we note that
in the neighboring even-even W, Os, and Pt nuclei
[10,22–32], the lowest sidebands are consistently found to
have negative parity and odd spin. Since the experimental
limitations of our data do not allow for firm spin and parity
assignments, band 2 is suggested to follow these systematics.

FIG. 1. Level scheme for174Pt deduced from this work. Tenta-
tive spin and parity and placements are given in brackets and
dashed lines.
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Assuming that the prompt transitions have either
E1,M1 sM1+E2d, or E2 character,Ip=3− and 5− are two
possibilities for the state at 1777 keV. The fact that a transi-
tion to the 2+ level of the ground-state band was not ob-
served argues againstIp=3−, and henceIp=5− is tentatively
assigned.

The placement of a relatively low-energys317 keVd tran-
sition at high spin(13) is unusual compared with the system-
atics of heavier Pt nuclei. However, thisg ray was found in
coincidence with the 885-, 874-, and 844-keV interband
transitions in band 2. Therefore, this 317-keV transition must
be placed above the 2670 keV level. From the efficiency
corrected intensities, it was determined that theg ray feeds
the 3143 keV state. Furthermore, similar low-energyg tran-
sitions are found at high spin in the sidebands of170,172Os
[31,32].

A new state at 3126 keV, which feeds the 2670-keV state
by the 456-keV transition, is also established; however, no
further structure was observed based on this level. The place-
ment of the 285-keVg transition is in agreement with the
previous work[9]. Surprisingly, even though the 285-keV
transition is rather strong, nog rays feeding the 2061-keV
state could be confidently identified. In this work, new levels
at 1817 and 2425 keV were also established. The 1817 keV
state, feeds the 891 keV state of the ground-state band
through the 926 keVg ray, while the 2425 keV level feeds
the 8+state via the 599-keV interband transition.

IV. DISCUSSION

In order to discuss the properties of the sequences in174Pt,
the alignment of bands 1 and 2 are plotted versus rotational
frequency in Fig. 3. The choice of the Harris parameters,
J0=25 MeV−1 "2 and J1=120 MeV−3"4, will be addressed
below. A sharp gain in alignment is observed at a frequency
of 0.24 MeV in band 1. As this interaction occurs at low spin
sI =6d, it is not likely to be the result of a quasiparticle align-
ment. A similar low-spin perturbation in the ground-state
band has been observed in many of the light Os-Pt-Hg-Pb
nuclei. Dracouliset al. [9] interpreted this interaction as the
crossing of a near-spherical ground-state sequence(g band)
by a more deformed vacuum configuration(d band) in the
framework of a two-band mixing model. Thed band results
from a pair of nonaligned quasiprotons scattering from one
orbital into a deformation-drivingph9/2/ f7/2 intruder orbital.
Therefore, the Harris parameters of the alignment plot were
chosen such that the more deformed portion of band 1 has
zero alignment. These parameters are consistent with values
used in neighboring Pt nuclei[24,25,30].

At higher frequency, another crossing is observed in band
1 at 0.28 MeV with a large gain in alignment. Similar cross-
ings have been observed in bands of the neighboring even-N
nuclei; 172Os s0.26 MeVd [32], 173Ir s0.26 MeVd [33],
175Au s0.32 MeVd [4], and 176Pt s0.30 MeVd [10]. These
crossings have been consistently interpreted as due to an
alignment ofi13/2 neutrons, which is often referred to as the
AB crossing in a cranked shell model(CSM) nomenclature
[35]. Therefore, the crossing at 0.28 MeV in the ground-state
band of174Pt is also assigned as theAB alignment. However,
the experimental crossing frequency is much higher than the
value of 0.22 MeV predicted by CSM calculations assuming
gø u30°u, which will be discussed below.

The lowest-lying sideband of even-even nuclei in this re-
gion is often associated with a single-phonon octupole vibra-
tion [24,31,32,34]. The presence of pairs of orbitals with
D j =Dl =3" near the Fermi surface contributes to the en-
hancement of the octupole correlations at low spin. There are
neutron and proton orbital pairs(nf7/2,ni13/2 and
pf7/2,pi13/2) located near the174Pt Fermi surface, which sat-
isfy these selection rules. Therefore, it is likely that band 2 is
an octupole vibration at lower spinssI ø11d. The fact that
band 2 has an alignment of 2–3" more than the ground-
state band(see Fig. 3) for the first three lowest frequencies,
is consistent with this interpretation.

In Fig. 3, one may notice an interaction in band 2 at"v
=0.23 MeV that is similar to the low-spin crossing displayed
in band 1. This is assuming that the 463 keVg ray is indeed
an inband transition. Following the argument for band 1, it is
possible that band 2 begins as an octupole vibration based on
the near-spherical ground-state sequence. This structure may
then be crossed by an octupole vibrational band based on the
more deformed vacuum configuration, which accounts for
the interaction at 0.23 MeV. Such a crossing has also been
observed in the negative-parity sideband of178Hg [36].

Band 2 experiences another sharp gain in alignment fol-
lowing the crossing at 0.23 MeV, likely resulting from a
change in configuration. After this second crossing in band 2,

FIG. 2. (a) Spectrum of band 1 where all the combinations of
double gates were set between the 394- ,497- ,474-, and 461-keV
transitions with transitions located above theI =8 state in band 1.
(b) Spectrum for band 2 in which all the combinations of double
gates between the 394, 497, and 463 lines with the 317-, 484-, 559-,
564-, and 885-keV lines were added together. The insert in panel
(b) displays the high-energy portion of this same spectrum.
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the sequence likely has thensi13/2, f7/2d configuration. This
interpretation was suggested by de Voigt[26] and has been
used to describe similar crossings in sidebands of neighbor-
ing 174Os [25], 178Pt [24], and 178Hg [36] nuclei. Following
this crossing, band 2 has an additional,6" of alignment as
compared with band 1. This is consistent with the suggested
change in configuration as thei13/2 and f7/2 neutrons are as-
sociated with<4" and<2" of alignment, respectively. The
sharp backbend implies that the interaction strength between
the octupole band and the two-quasiparticle configuration is
very weak, as is found in168,170,172Os [31,32]. However, it
should be noted that heavier Os and Pt nuclei do not exhibit
this phenomenon.

At higher frequency, a third crossing is observed at
0.29 MeV in band 2. TheAB neutron crossing is Pauli
blocked in band 2, because the configuration already in-

volves ani13/2 neutron. The next available predicted crossing
results from an alignment of a second pair ofi13/2 neutrons,
namely theBC crossing. One may notice that this implies
that the BC crossing is very close to theAB crossing
s0.28 MeVd in band 1. The small difference between those
two neutron crossings is unusual, as normally a frequency
difference of approximately 50 keV is observed. See for ex-
ample, in Fig. 3(b), where the ground-state band and two
sidebands involving thei13/2 neutron in172Os [32] are plot-
ted. TheAB alignment is observed at 0.26 MeV, while the
BC crossing is found near 0.30 MeV in the sidebands. Since
the sidebands in both174Pt and172Os display theBC crossing
near 0.30 MeV, it appears that theAB crossing is delayed in
the ground-state band of174Pt.

In order to investigate the nature of this delay, the system-
atics of theAB neutron crossing frequencies found in even-

TABLE I. Experimental values forg-ray levelssExd, spins and paritiessJpd, energiessEgd, and intensities
observed insIgd observed in174Pt.

ExskeVd Ji
p EgskeVda Igsrel.d

Band 1

393.9 2+ 393.9 1000(20)

891.1 4+ 497.2 857(26)

1364.8 6+ 473.7 758(55)

1826.2 8+ 461.4 515(33)

2327.4 10+ 501.2 416(20)

2878.5 12+ 551.1 319(26)

3447.8 14+ 569.3 126(7)

4001.7 s16+d 553.9 71(10)

4577.8 s18+d 576.1 67(5)

5181.2 s20+d 603.4 33(5)

5819.2 s22+d 638.0 30(5)

6486.2 s24+d 667.0 28(4)

(7187.2) s26+d (701.0) ,10

Band 2

1776.5 s5−d 885.4 153(12)

2239.2 s7−d 462.7 106(17)

2239.2 s7−d 874.4 51(10)

2670.0 s9−d 430.8 161(16)

2670.0 s9−d 844.3 83(6)

3143.2 s11−d 473.2 92(30)

3459.9 s13−d 316.7 78(7)

3943.6 s15−d 483.7 68(9)

4502.5 s17−d 558.9 37(6)

5066.4 s19−d 563.9 24(5)

5655.8 s21−d 589.4 12(6)

(6277.2) s23−d (621.4) 12(6)

Others

1817.4 926.3 40(24)

2061.0 284.5 47(7)

2424.8 598.6 42(9)

3125.6 455.6 33(4)

aEg are accurate to within 0.1-0.3 keV for strong transitions and others to about 0.6 keV.
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even Pt nuclei are shown in Fig. 4. Predicted crossing fre-
quencies are obtained from CSM calculations using
deformation parameters from TRS calculations[37,38]. The
deformation parameters are obtained at a calculated fre-
quency("v<0.21 MeV for the Pt nuclei shown in Fig. 4)
just below the observed crossing frequency. CSM calcula-
tions were then performed to predict theAB crossings and
the results are compared with experimental values in Fig. 4.
In this manner, the calculations are able to reproduce the
general trend of the experimental crossings; however, the
calculated values are generally smaller than the experimental
values. It is possible that the difference in magnitude is due
to shape variations following theAB alignment. The agree-
ment with the data becomes increasingly worse as the neu-
tron number decreases. It becomes evident that this method
may not be the best one for predicting crossing frequencies
in the lightest Pt nuclei.

Figure 5 displays the total Routhian surfaces for four fre-
quencies of the ground-state band in174Pt. At "v
<0.21 MeV [Fig. 5(b)], one can see the complexity of this
nucleus as a multiminimum surface is observed. The lowest
calculated minimum[labeled as(I) in Fig. 5(b)] has b2
<0.15 andg<−25°, while a second minimum(II ) exists
with b2<0.15 andg< +15°, and a third(III ) occurs with
b2<0.19 andg<−10°. This latter minimum becomes low-

FIG. 5. Total Routhian surfaces at four successive frequencies
(denoted in the figure) for the vacuum configuration of174Pt. Spin
and deformation parameters are also given in the figure. Three
minima are labeled in panel(b), as discussed in the text.

FIG. 3. Alignment as a function of rotational frequency"v for
(a) bands 1 and 2 in174Pt and(b) the ground-state and negative-
parity sidebands in172Os. Harris parameters ofJ0=25 "2/MeV,
J1=120"4/MeV3 and J0=10 "2/MeV,J1=100"4/MeV3 were
used for174Pt and172Os, respectively. The notationsAB andBC are
discussed in the text.

FIG. 4. Crossing frequencies in Pt nuclei ground-state bands for
experimental data and theoretical values obtained from the CSM,
where parameters are obtained from TRS calculations at"v
<0.21 MeV (denoted by open hexagons). The error bar associated
with the theoretical calculations are due to the interaction strength
suggested by the CSM.
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est at the next highest frequency[Fig. 5(c)], and remains so
at "v=0.29 MeV [Fig. 5(d)]. The crossing in energy of
minimum I and III between"v=0.21 and 0.25 MeV agrees
well with the experimental data, where a crossing between
the near-spherical ground state and deformed prolate band
occurs at"v<0.23 MeV [see Fig. 3(a)]. Based on the gain
in spin extracted from the TRS minima, theAB alignment
has been completed by"v=0.29 MeV, stabilizing the shape
at b2<0.2 andg<−10°. It is difficult to fully determine the
frequency of the crossing due to the fact that an unperturbed
minimum for prolate deformation before theAB alignment
cannot be isolated because of the interaction from the near-
spherical triaxial minima at"v=0.21 MeV. From the TRS,
we estimate theAB crossing frequency to be at"v
=0.26±0.03 MeV, which certainly falls within the experi-
mentally observed crossing at"v<0.28 MeV. Conse-
quently, the TRS calculations provide a rather good descrip-
tion of the observed shape coexistence. In particular, both
shape and quasiparticle crossings all occur in a narrow fre-
quency range, i.e., between 0.2 and 0.3 MeV, as observed
experimentally. In addition, TRS calculations for band 2(not
shown) predict a crossing near 0.27 MeV, which is in good
agreement with the experimental data. While the TRS cannot
give a qualitative reason for the apparent delay in theAB
crossing, it does suggest that mixing between the different
shapes and configurations might create a situation where the
AB crossing appears to be delayed.

V. SUMMARY

The powerful combination of Gammasphere and the FMA
allowed for an investigation of shape coexistence and its ef-

fect at high spin in174Pt. The extension of the yrast sequence
and the establishment of a sideband revealed several cross-
ings of different types. A shape change in both structures
likely causes the crossings observed in both bands near
0.24 MeV. The sideband then changes configuration from an
octupole vibration to a two-quasineutron sequence at higher
frequencies, and then undergoes the expectedBC crossing
near 0.29 MeV. A delayedAB alignment was observed for
the ground-state band, which occurs at<0.28 MeV. An at-
tempt to interpret this crossing with the CSM was deter-
mined to be inadequat, as this model is constrained to stable
deformation parameters. Thus, it cannot account for any mix-
ing of various shapes at low spin observed in174Pt. The TRS
calculations enhanced the interpretation of these crossings,
and it was found that theAB alignment is likely delayed by
the shape complexity at lower spin.
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